North American
EDM Supplies, Inc.
This is what customers say about
North American EDM Suppliers!
“You have that in stock!!” or “You guys sure know a lot
about what you sell” or our favorite “I was concerned
about the quality because the price was so low, but you
sold me the same one as I received from the factory!”
North American EDM Suppliers, Inc. is the leader in the distribution
of consumables for Wire and Conventional (Sinker) EDM machines.
Our business started in 1979 as an engineering company providing
technical support to machine tool builders and their service/
applications personnel. Our knowledge of product application and
usage is unparalleled and our technical expertise is unmatched in
the industry! Call us today and find out why we provide our
customers with a higher level of customer service.
EDM Wires
EDM manufactures several
different types of wires
including Hitachi, Gisco, KenTron, ProSource & Cutwise. All
wires are available in Plain
Brass, Coated Wire, Moly/
Tungsten Wires, Performance
Wires & Charmille Type Wires.
EDM Filters
EDM manufactures filters for all
machines including Wire,
Conventional & EDM Driller
machines. We also stock
MANN, FRAM, EBBCO, FANUC
Sub-Micron and the Super High
Performance Factory Filters for
Mitsubishi, Sodick, Fanuc &
Japax.
EDM Driller
EDM maintains a huge
selection of Precision Driller
tubes in Copper and Brass. We
stock tubes as small as 0.1mm
(0.00393”) and in 12” and 16”
lengths. These high precision
Single Hole and Multi-Channel
(KorLess) tubes are offered at
rock bottom prices!

EDM Flush Nozzles
EDM maintains a large
inventory of the wear
components and Flush Nozzles
for every machine including
power feeds, wear parts,
dimaond guides and ceramic
nozzles.
EDM Graphites & Oils
EDM can fill all your oil
requirements. We distribute
ProSource, Commonwealth &
Rustlick oils. We are a full
service graphite supplier
offering general purpose to full
synetic oils. We offer blocks to
plates to blanks to fabricated
electrodes to POCO’s and most
major brands of graphite.
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